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After being trapped inside a mirror world a young
insecure woman is haunted by her own nightmares
and tries to escape the realm of a dream thief.

thoughts about cinematic VR
It starts with a few sketches on paper, later they turn
into lines of the script ...

The challenge is huge in creating intimate and
intense moments.

... shape it, so the text turns into the words, which are not
just text, but the words of a real person with a real world
around her. It is not enough to put her into a rectangular
frame, her surroundings are something I need and want in
order to define and express her situation. Now it is the whole
set, in all directions, everything is equally visible. The whole
set is equal to the whole scene, which is filmed in one take
and not split up in many different shots.

The work with the actors starts. They have to keep
their concentration as long as the scene takes, which
is sometimes more than five minutes. They have to
act precisely and intimately because the camera sees
everything all the time. If they do not hit their marks, setpieces might grow out of their bodies in the final film,
which are added in post-production to avoid stitching or
compositing problems.

Maria, a young hotheaded but insecure woman is lured into a mirror world
by an old man, who is trying to steal her dreams. She is sent on a fantastic
journey, which quickly turns into a nightmare. She can finally escape the old
man’s realm by overcoming her fears and accepting who she really is.

Production story

In 2014 we produced the feature film CARROUSEL . The
story was a modern adaptation of Arthur Schnitzler’s play
La Ronde. The whole film was shot out of the protagonist’s
view. The actors wore a helmet on which 5 GoPro cameras
were mounted. The cameras capture the 5 main directions:
the front, right, left, back and top. The actors wore the
cameras in turns. The 5 films were synchronized and projected
in a specially designed projection space, the CINEMA XR . The
dimensions of the CINEMA XR are 10m x 10m x 6,3m and it
can comfortably seat up to 70 people.

In 2016 we decided to create another movie to be screened in
CINEMA XR based on the experience we made with CARROUSEL .
During pre-production we experienced very convincing VR films
and HMD technology had also advanced, so we decided to shoot
BALLAVITA in stereoscopic 360 Virtual Reality. There was also another
reason for shooting in VR apart from better world-wide distribution: In
(especially stereoscopic) VR you are presented a complete world, you
are either part of it or can be a passive observer; the atmosphere is
intimate and feels as if the whole world has just been created only for
you all seen through an HMD.

Watching a VR film inside the CINEMA XR is a very
different experience all together. The five 10m wide
screens bring something new due to its scale. The
world is right around us and we are not alone, we are
part of an audience of 70 people which is a unique
communal experience.
I adapted my story around VR as a medium, created
scenes in confined spaces or vast landscapes. I tried
to create a unique experience and I wanted to show
the dreamlike quality of VR.
We used a self constructed rig with Black Magic
Micro cameras, each camera filmed in 4K. We shot
the movie in a green screen studio outside of Vienna
at the NOISIA Studios and added the backgrounds
in CG.
Post-production was done at the NOISIA Studios
in Tullnerbach, Lower Austria, additional CGI by
Pixomondo in Stuttgart, Germany.

Director’s statement

Why do I love movies? What keeps me in my seat for more
than 90 minutes? Why do I feel for characters I never met
before?
I want the audience to feel the action under their skin. I want
them to feel like they are jumping, flying and dancing. Not just
to observe but to feel. Physical action on the screen is physical
action for the audience. It started off with CARROUSEL in
2014, a 360° feature film, where the audience sees everything
through the eyes of the protagonist and is surrounded by the
action.
The next project was a stereoscopic, narrative VR-film, which
later would be called BALLAVITA. Did I know that it would be
about an old man trying to steal other people’s dreams? NO!
Let me explain: Making CARROUSEL taught me a lot of things.
I learned that the action should take place all around you, but
it always needs to be motivated by the story. You cannot just
let characters appear left and right (or even from behind)
without justification. I introduced dancers, which gave me the
opportunity to have a scene unfold all around you.

The more I got into VR, the more I wanted VR to play an active
role in the story as a medium itself. I came up with the idea
of a dream-thief, re-experiencing other people’s dreams. This
became an important element of my story, mirroring VR.
Incorporating these elements into my story turned into a
journey with an outcome I had not previously expected. But
I always kept one thing in mind: The physical experience for
the viewer.
In CARROUSEL the audience follows the action through the
eyes of the characters, because the film is shot out of the POV.
In BALLAVITA the story unfolds in front of the viewer. The
scenes are long, they are not fragmented into shots which
are later assembled together. The challenge was to show
the emotional state in which the characters are. Motions and
emotions start converging. And that is what I want to achieve
in BALLAVITA!

Gerda Leopold

BALLAVITA shown in Cinema XR

Synopsis

Maria is a young, hotheaded but insecure tango
dancer. She recently started dating Anton the
choreographer of her dance company but isn’t quite
sure where their relationship is heading.
During a rehearsal Maria loses her temper, after
getting ridiculed by the other ensemble members.
While leaving the building she falls through a
trapdoor into a cellar, where she encounters an old
man who invites her into his basement apartment.
The old man lures Maria into a mirror reality where
she is immersed into her dreams and fantasies.
The old man is trying to steal her dreams, so he
can experience them whenever he wants. Maria’s
dreams quickly turn into nightmares. After facing
her darkest nightmares she is able to escape.

Gerda Leopold
DIRECTOR & PRODUCER

In 2014 Gerda Leopold produced and directed
CARROUSEL , a 360° feature film and BALLAVITA
in 2017/18 a cinematic, stereoscopic VR-film.
She studied painting at the University of Arts in Berlin
between 1979-1985 and had numerous exhibitions
in Europe and the USA.
She started making first short films in 2004. In 2008
she wrote and directed the short film Mauer (Wall),
her first film with actors.
In 2014 she founded her production company

AMILUX FILM in Vienna, Austria, focusing on new
ways of immersive storytelling.
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COMPANY DESCRIPTION

Amilux Film is specialized in cinematic VR and was founded
by Gerda Leopold in 2014. The current project BALLAVITA is

a 30 minute cinematic stereoscopic VR film shot in live action
CG. Amilux Film also developed a VR cinema which can
host up to 70 people called CINEMA XR .

Carrousel
The Experience

360° narrative film | Gerda Leopold
96 min. | AUT 2016

Carrousel

feature film | Gerda Leopold
85 min. | AUT in post-production now

You‘re welcome

short | Rebecca Panian
9 min. | GER/AUT 2017
Co-Production with TALAS film
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narrative, stereoscopic VR
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